Those Quarrelsome Bonapartes
that the jewels were far apart. The Austrian columns
were therefore too far scattered to effect an easy junc-
tion. He would not spread out on the inner side of that
fiery circle, nor match column with column. With his ten
against thirty thousand, he could not do that. But there
was a way out. He called his generals to him.
"Gentlemen, I perceive you think me in a trap. I have
studied the ground, and the trap is of my own choosing.
What more could we ask? We are on a plateau guarded
by mountains, a lake, and a river. We need not match
them on interior lines, nor need we fear their superior
forces. The essence of strategy, with a weaker army, is
to have the stronger force at a vital point. That," he
finished tartly and with a flavor of rebuke, "we shall have."
He did not add that Victor and Rey, with Massena,
were marching toward them with reinforcements. That
these, coming up from the west and southwest, in the
morning light, would trap the ends of that bracelet be-
tween them and his troops on the plateau, crushing these
wings while he broke the center. It was better to teach
these generals something—the feeling of invincibility, a
spirit that would laugh at any odds.
With dawn, the sunlight shone wan as though strained
through the banked clouds that lay still and dead white
as a glacier. White, too, were the mountains, with bare
patches of crag; while the river below the cliffs flowed like
a stream of molten lead from which the fire has utterly
vanished. To the face the air was as chill as a cold
spur. A bleak page on which to write history! But he
would write it, this morning!
He sat, erect, on his horse, in the midst of his staff,
and on a hillock, with his battalions disposed, in long
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